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(54) SURFACE-SHAPE MEASURING DEVICE AND SURFACE-SHAPE MEASURING PROGRAM

(57) For a contactless three-dimensional shape
measurement device using probe light, it has been re-
quired that first shape data of a measurement object is
known in order to preset the locus of operation of a meas-
urement head such that the probe light is incident orthog-
onally on a measurement surface as possible. A surface
shape measurement apparatus to measure a surface
shape of a measurement object, including: a distance
measurement device which measures a distance to a
measurement point on a surface of the measurement

object; an angle measurement device which measures
inclination of the surface at the measurement point; a
first calculation part which calculates reference shape
data of the measurement object based on the distance
measured by the distance measurement device; and a
second calculation part which calculates detailed shape
data of the measurement object based on the inclination
measured by the angle measurement device and the ref-
erence shape data.
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Description

BACKGROUND

1. TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a surface shape
measurement apparatus and a surface shape measure-
ment program.

2. RELATED ART

[0002] For a contactless three-dimensional shape
measurement device using probe light, a scanning path
for a measurement head has been prespecified based
on designed shape data of a measurement object such
that the probe light is incident on a measurement surface
as orthogonally as possible (see Patent Document 1, for
example).
[0003] Patent Document 1: Japanese Patent Applica-
tion Publication No. Hei. 11-51624

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED

[0004] If the designed shape data of the measurement
object is unknown, it has been impossible to perform ac-
curate shape measurement because the locus of oper-
ation of the measurement head can not be specified.

SUMMARY

[0005] A surface shape measurement apparatus to
solve the problems may be a surface shape measure-
ment apparatus to measure a surface shape of a meas-
urement object. It may include a distance measurement
device which measures a distance to a measurement
point on a surface of the measurement object. It may
include an angle measurement device which measures
inclination of the surface at the measurement point. It
may include a first calculation part which calculates ref-
erence shape data of the measurement object based on
the distance measured by the distance measurement de-
vice. It may include a second calculation part which cal-
culates detailed shape data of the measurement object
based on the inclination measured by the angle meas-
urement device and the reference shape data.
[0006] The detailed shape data may have a higher pre-
cision than the reference shape data.
[0007] It may include a support which supports the dis-
tance measurement device and the angle measurement
device. It may include a driving part which moves the
support relative to the measurement object. It may in-
clude a control part which controls the driving part. When
measuring the inclination by the angle measurement de-
vice, the control part may cause the support to scan by
the driving part such that the support opposes a tangent
plane at the measurement point calculated from the ref-
erence shape data and a distance from the measurement

point is constant.
[0008] The measurement object at least partially may
have a substantially rotationally symmetric shape, and a
target for measurement may be a surface shape of a
rotationally symmetric surface. It may include a stage
which supports the measurement object. It may include
an actuation part which rotationally moves the stage
around an axis parallel to a rotational symmetry axis of
the rotationally symmetric surface. When measuring the
distance by the distance measurement device and meas-
uring the inclination by the angle measurement device,
the stage may be rotationally moved by the actuation part.
[0009] The second calculation part may calculate an
error amount of a placement error of the measurement
object relative to the stage due to deviation between the
rotational symmetry axis of the measurement object and
a rotation axis of rotational movement of the stage. It may
calculate the detailed shape data using the reference
shape data modified in consideration of the error amount
and an output of the angle measurement device.
[0010] The second calculation part may recalculate the
error amount using the detailed shape data temporarily
obtained. It may further recompute the detailed shape
data based on the recalculated error amount.
[0011] A surface shape measurement program to
solve the problems may be a surface shape measure-
ment program to measure a surface shape of a meas-
urement object. It may cause a computer to perform a
distance measurement step to measure a distance to a
measurement point on a surface of the measurement
object by the distance measurement device. It may cause
a computer to perform a first calculation step to calculate
reference shape data of the measurement object based
on the distance measured in the distance measurement
step. It may cause a computer to perform an angle meas-
urement step to measure inclination of the surface at the
measurement point by the angle measurement device.
It may cause a computer to perform a second calculation
step to calculate detailed shape data of the measurement
object based on the inclination measured in the angle
measurement step and the reference shape data.
[0012] In the angle measurement step, a support which
supports the distance measurement device and the angle
measurement device may be caused to scan such that
the support opposes a tangent plane at the measurement
point calculated from the reference shape data and a
distance from the measurement point is constant.
[0013] The summary clause does not necessarily de-
scribe all necessary features of the embodiments of the
present invention. The present invention may also be a
sub-combination of the features described above.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014]

Fig. 1 is an overview showing the entirety of a surface
shape measurement apparatus in accordance with
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the present embodiment.
Fig. 2 shows a system configuration of the surface
shape measurement apparatus.
Fig. 3 is a perspective view of an example of a meas-
urement object.
Fig. 4 is a cross-sectional view and an enlarged view
illustrating a surface shape to be measured.
Fig. 5 is an illustration of the configuration of a meas-
urement unit and the principle of measuring a dis-
tance and an angle.
Fig. 6 is an illustration of derivation of the surface
shape.
Fig. 7 is an illustration of relative movement of the
measurement object and a head.
Fig. 8 is an illustration of a measurement path of the
measurement surface.
Fig. 9 is a flow chart illustrating the operation of the
surface shape measurement apparatus in the
present embodiment.
Fig. 10 is an illustration representing an operation of
acquiring three-dimensional coordinate data of an
unknown measurement object.
Fig. 11 is a flow chart representing a procedure of
generating first shape data.
Fig. 12 is an illustration of a placement error of the
measurement object.
Fig. 13 is a schematic illustration of calculation of the
placement error.
Fig. 14 is an illustration of the relationship between
a position near a measurement point and probe light.
Fig. 15 is a flow chart representing a procedure of
generating second shape data.

DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

[0015] Hereinafter, (some) embodiment(s) of the
present invention will be described. The embodiment(s)
do(es) not limit the invention according to the claims, and
all the combinations of the features described in the em-
bodiment(s) are not necessarily essential to means pro-
vided by aspects of the invention.
[0016] Fig. 1 is an overview showing the entirety of a
surface shape measurement apparatus 10 in accord-
ance with the present embodiment. The surface shape
measurement apparatus 10 is an apparatus which is ded-
icated to a rotationally symmetric surface as its meas-
urement target and strictly measures a surface shape.
[0017] The surface shape measurement apparatus 10
includes a base 100 as a base table part, and a first frame
140 and a second frame 150 which are securely fixed to
the base 100. Each component of the surface shape
measurement apparatus 10 related to sensing is assem-
bled directly or indirectly to any of the base 100, the first
frame 140 and the second frame 150.
[0018] The upper surface of the base 100 is a horizon-
tal plane, and an axis in the horizontal plane is defined
as an x-axis and an axis in the horizontal plane and or-
thogonal to the x-axis is defined as a y-axis. Also, a z-

axis is defined in a vertical direction orthogonal to the
horizontal plane. Also, the upward vertical direction is
defined as a positive z-axis direction. Note that each sub-
sequent figure clearly shows which direction the figure
is observed in with respect to the x-y-z coordinate system
shown in Fig. 1 in accordance with the above definitions.
[0019] An X-Y stage 160 is stacked on the upper sur-
face of the base 100, and the X-Y stage 160 can parallelly
move in x-y directions on the upper surface of the base
100 and also rotationally move around the z-axis. Note
that, in the subsequent descriptions, rotational move-
ment around the z-axis may be referred to as rotation in
a θz direction or the like.
[0020] The X-Y stage 160 has a function as a table on
which a measurement object 200 is placed, and fixes the
measurement object 200 via a chuck 161. The measure-
ment object 200 includes a measurement surface 201
and a holding part 202, and the chuck 161 clamps the
holding part 202. The measurement surface 201 as a
measurement target is a substantially rotationally sym-
metric surface having a rotational symmetry axis parallel
to the z-axis in the attitude of Fig. 1. Here, the substan-
tially rotationally symmetric surface does not refer to the
exact rotationally symmetric surface, but refers to a sur-
face in which minute unevenness exists in an asymmetric
manner. If the measurement surface is, for example, a
spherical lens, such minute unevenness may be gener-
ated as a processing error occurring in a polishing step
of the fabrication process. The surface shape measure-
ment apparatus 10 in accordance with the present em-
bodiment is an apparatus which measures a measure-
ment surface, which is a rotationally symmetric surface
as a whole but has minute unevenness that is unevenly
distributed therein as observed in a locally enlarged view,
to acquire more precise surface shape information in-
cluding information of the shape of such unevenness.
Note that, in the present embodiment, the measurement
surface 201 is a substantially rotationally symmetric sur-
face whose designed shape data is unknown, in partic-
ular.
[0021] The measurement object 200 is placed on the
X-Y stage 160 such that the rotational symmetry axis of
the measurement surface 201 and the axis of rotation of
the X-Y stage 160 in the θz direction coincide with each
other. The measurement surface 201 of the measure-
ment object 200 placed in this manner is rotationally
moved around the rotational symmetry axis, and its sur-
face shape is measured.
[0022] The first frame 140 is a supporting frame estab-
lished vertically in the z-axis direction from the base 100.
The first frame 140 supports the second support 130
above its y-z surface, and the second support 130 sup-
ports the first support 120 on a surface opposite to the
surface supported by the first frame 140. The first support
120 supports the measurement unit 110 on a surface
opposite to the surface supported by the second support
130. The measurement unit 110 is positioned in space
above the measurement object 200 placed on the X-Y
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stage 160. The measurement unit 110, the first support
120 and the second support 130 are components of a
head which moves relative to the measurement surface
201.
[0023] The second support 130 can parallelly move in
the y-z plane relative to the first frame 140 by driving
force of the later-described actuator disposed in the first
frame 140 and a transmission mechanism disposed
astride them. Here, a minus z-axis direction is a direction
toward the measurement surface 201 of the measure-
ment object 200 in an initial state of the surface shape
measurement apparatus 10 as shown in the figure. The
first support 120 can rotationally move around the x-axis
relative to the second support 130 by driving force of the
later-described actuator disposed in the second support
130 and a transmission mechanism disposed astride
them. Note that, in the subsequent descriptions, rotation-
al movement around the x-axis may be referred to as
rotation in a θx direction or the like. The amount of move-
ment of the second support 130 in the z direction relative
to the first frame 140 is detected by the later-described
Z sensor 155.
[0024] The angle of rotation of the first support 120 in
the θx direction is detected by a rotary encoder 131 dis-
posed in the second support 130. The measurement unit
110 includes a distance measurement device 111 and
an angle measurement device 112, and a holder 113
supporting them. The distance measurement device 111
measures the distance to a measurement point on the
measurement surface 201, and the angle measurement
device 112 measures the inclination of the measurement
surface at the measurement point. Specific configura-
tions will be described later using figures. The holder 113
is fixed to the first support 120, and the measurement
unit 110 does not move relative to the first support 120.
[0025] With such a configuration, the measurement
unit 110 for measuring the surface shape of the meas-
urement surface 201 can move in three degrees of free-
dom consisting of parallel movement in the y-z plane that
is a plane including the direction toward the measure-
ment surface 201 and rotational movement around the
x-axis perpendicular to the plane (rotational movement
in the θx direction). While the y-z plane is adopted as a
plane including the direction toward the measurement
surface 201 in the present example, no limitation is im-
posed as long as the measurement unit 110 can move
in a plane including the direction toward the measure-
ment surface 201. In other words, the plane is set such
that the measurement unit 110 can move in a plane in-
tersecting with the measurement surface 201 when the
measurement object 200 is placed on the X-Y stage 160
and moved to a measurement position.
[0026] The second frame 150 is a supporting frame
established vertically in the z-axis direction from the base
100. The second frame 150 fixes and supports an inter-
ferometer unit 151 above its x-z surface. The interferom-
eter unit 151 is a sensor unit to detect the amount of
movement of the second support 130 in the y direction

and the angle of rotation of the second support 130 in
the θx direction. The interferometer unit 151 specifically
includes a first interferometer 153 and a second interfer-
ometer 154, each of which is a laser lightwave interfer-
ometric distance meter. A laser emitting part of the first
interferometer 153 and a laser emitting part of the second
interferometer 154 are disposed to be spaced apart from
each other along the z-axis direction.
[0027] Fig. 1 shows an aspect of the first frame 140
and the second frame 150 where they are fixed to the
base 100 independently of each other. The second frame
150 supports the interferometer unit 151 that performs
precise measurement, and therefore is preferably not
connected directly with the first frame 140 that supports
the movable head and may vibrate.
[0028] The laser emitting part of the first interferometer
153 and the laser emitting part of the second interferom-
eter 154 are disposed in the second frame 150 so as to
be spaced apart from each other along the z-axis direc-
tion.
[0029] The computation part 187 calculates an angle
Δθ of rotation of the second support 130 in the θx direction
from the difference between two measured distances ob-
tained from the outputs of the first interferometer 153 and
the second interferometer 154 and the y-z coordinates
of the respective light emitting parts.
[0030] Also, the first interferometer 153 and the second
interferometer 154 are both originally distance meters to
measure a distance in the y direction, and therefore the
computation part 187 also calculates the amount of par-
allel movement of the second support 130 in the y direc-
tion. Specifically, the computation part 187 calculates the
amount of parallel movement of the θx rotation center
axis of the second support 130 in the y direction from two
measured distances obtained from the outputs of the first
interferometer 153 and the second interferometer 154,
the y-z coordinates of the respective light emitting parts
and the y-z coordinates of the θx rotation center axis.
[0031] The measurement control part 186 sends, when
the measurement unit 110 is to be rotated in the θx di-
rection, a control signal according to the angle of the ro-
tation to the θx driving motor 132, which rotationally
moves the first support 120. As described above, the
second support 130 also rotates by Δθ in the θx direction
in practice, and therefore the sum of the rotation angle
of the first support 120 and the rotation angle of the sec-
ond support 130 is to be considered as the whole of the
head. Accordingly, if it is detected by the rotary encoder
131 that the first support 120 is rotated by θR in the θx
direction with respect to the second support 130, the com-
putation part 187 grasps that the measurement unit 110
is rotated by θR + Δθ in the θx direction relative to the
coordinate system with respect to the base 100.
[0032] While Fig. 1 shows an aspect of the first frame
140 and the second frame 150 where they are fixed to
the base 100 independently of each other, they may be
connected to each other so as to enhance their rigidity
as frames. Also, the first frame 140 and the second frame
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150 can be integrally configured as a frame structure
which covers the entire space above the base 100.
[0033] The control unit 180 includes a system control
part 181 configured of, for example, a CPU, and a user
interface 182 which receives an input from a user and
presents measured surface shape information. The sys-
tem control part 181 controls the entire surface shape
measurement apparatus 10. The user interface 182 in-
cludes a liquid crystal display provided with a touch panel
which receives an input from the user, for example.
[0034] Fig. 2 shows a system configuration of the sur-
face shape measurement apparatus 10. Specifically, the
figure shows the relationship with main control targets
for controls performed by the system control part 181.
[0035] The system control part 181 includes a meas-
urement control part 186 which sends a control signal to
each control target lined on the right side of the figure
and controls a sequence of measurement steps, an com-
putation part 187 which receives sensing results and per-
forms various computations for identifying a surface
shape, and an image generation part 188 which gener-
ates various plot image data. The measurement control
part 186, the computation part 187 and the image gen-
eration part 188 may each be a virtual functional part of
a CPU, or may have a hardware configuration such as
an ASIC which is at least partially independent of the
CPU.
[0036] The user interface 182 receives, from the user,
inputs such as a condition about measurement, a condi-
tion about the fitting described later and an instruction of
starting measurement, and sends them to the system
control part 181. Also, the user interface 182 receives,
from the system control part 181, the status of progress
of a measurement sequence performed by the measure-
ment control part 186, surface shape information and the
like computed by the computation part 187, and displays
them.
[0037] The control unit 180 includes a memory 183
configured of a flash memory, for example. The memory
183 may be configured of a plurality of storage media.
The memory 183 stores various programs performed by
the system control part 181, including a measurement
control program performed by the measurement control
part 186 and a computation program performed by the
computation part 187. The memory 183 also functions
as a working memory of computation performed by the
computation part 187 or the like. The memory 183 also
has a function to retain various parameters and data
which are input by the user via the user interface 182 or
sent from external equipment via a network.
[0038] The measurement control part 186 controls the
distance measurement device 111 and the angle meas-
urement device 112 constituting the measurement unit
110. The measurement control part 186 sends a control
signal to the distance measurement device 111 to start
distance measurement, and receives its output. Similar-
ly, it sends a control signal to angle measurement device
112 to start angle measurement, and receives its output.

The measurement control part 186 delivers the received
outputs to the computation part 187.
[0039] The measurement control part 186 controls a
θx driving motor 132 which rotates the first support 120
in the θx direction relative to the second support 130. The
θx driving motor 132 is the above-described actuator dis-
posed in the second support 130, and a brushless motor
can be used for it, for example. The measurement control
part 186 sends, when the measurement unit 110 is to be
rotationally moved in the θx direction, a drive signal ac-
cording to the rotation angle to the θx driving motor 132.
[0040] The measurement control part 186 controls a
Y-Z driving motor 141 which moves the second support
130 in y-z directions relative to the first frame 140. The
Y-Z driving motor 141 is the above-described actuator
disposed in the first frame 140, and two brushless motors
respectively corresponding to the y direction and the z
direction can be used for it, for example. The measure-
ment control part 186 sends, when the measurement unit
110 is to be parallelly moved in y-z directions, a drive
signal according to the movement amount to the Y-Z driv-
ing motor 141. That is, as described above, the meas-
urement unit 110 can move in three degrees of freedom
consisting of parallel movement in the y-z plane and ro-
tational movement around the x-axis, and such move-
ment can be realized by the Y-Z driving motor 141 and
the θx driving motor 132 as driving parts.
[0041] The measurement control part 186 sends a con-
trol signal to the rotary encoder 131 to start rotation angle
detection, and receives its output. The measurement
control part 186 delivers the received output to the com-
putation part 187. Similarly, the measurement control
part 186 sends a control signal to the interferometer unit
151 to start distance detection, and receives its output.
The measurement control part 186 delivers the received
output to the computation part 187. The computation part
187 computes, based on the received outputs, the
amount of movement of the second support 130 in the y
direction and the angle of rotation of the second support
130 in the θx direction relative to the first frame 140.
[0042] The measurement control part 186 sends a con-
trol signal to the Z sensor 155 to start distance detection,
and receives its output. The measurement control part
186 delivers the received outputs to the computation part
187. The Z sensor 155 is a distance sensor which detects
the amount of movement of the second support 130 in
the z direction relative to the first frame 140. The Z sensor
155 is configured of one laser lightwave interferometric
distance meter, for example.
[0043] The measurement control part 186 controls a
θz driving motor 101 which rotates the X-Y stage 160 in
the θz direction relative to the base 100. The θz driving
motor 101 is, for example, a brushless motor disposed
in the base 100. The measurement control part 186
sends, when the measurement surface 201 of the meas-
urement object 200 is to be rotationally moved in the θz
direction, a drive signal according to the rotation angle
to the θz driving motor 101.
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[0044] The measurement control part 186 controls an
X-Y driving motor 102 which moves the X-Y stage 160
in x-y directions relative to the base 100. The X-Y driving
motor 102 consists of, for example, two brushless motors
disposed in the base 100 and respectively corresponding
to the x direction and the y direction. The measurement
control part 186 sends, when the measurement surface
201 of the measurement object 200 is to be parallelly
moved in x-y directions, a drive signal according to the
movement amount to the X-Y driving motor 102.
[0045] The measurement control part 186 sends a con-
trol signal to a θz sensor 103 to start rotation angle de-
tection, and receives its output. The measurement con-
trol part 186 delivers the received output to the compu-
tation part 187. The θz sensor 103 is a rotation angle
detection sensor which detects the angle of rotation of
the X-Y stage 160 in the θz direction relative to the base
100. The θz sensor 103 is configured of a rotary encoder,
for example.
[0046] The measurement control part 186 sends a con-
trol signal to an X-Y sensor 104 to start movement
amount detection, and receives its output. The measure-
ment control part 186 delivers the received output to the
computation part 187. The X-Y sensor 104 is a movement
amount detection sensor which detects the amount of
movement of the X-Y stage 160 in x-y directions relative
to the base 100. The X-Y sensor 104 is configured of, for
example, two laser lightwave interferometric distance
meters respectively disposed toward the x direction and
the y direction.
[0047] Next, a description will be made of the meas-
urement object. Fig. 3 (a) is a perspective view showing
the measurement object 200 as an example of the meas-
urement object to be measured by the surface shape
measurement apparatus 10 in the present embodiment,
and Fig. 3 (b) is a perspective view of a measurement
object 200’ as an example of another measurement ob-
ject.
[0048] As described above, the surface shape meas-
urement apparatus 10 in the present embodiment is an
apparatus which strictly measures the surface shape of
a substantially rotationally symmetric surface, and there-
fore at least part of the surface of a measurement object
is a substantially rotationally symmetric surface. The
measurement surface 201 of the measurement object
200 is a spherical surface protruding in the plus z-axis
direction. The measurement surface 201 generally has,
assuming that its rotational symmetry axis 210 is the z-
axis and its radius is c, a shape obtained by a single
rotation of (c2-x2)1/2 in the first quadrant of the x-z plane
around the z-axis.
[0049] The measurement surface has a shape ob-
tained by a single rotation of the function represented in
the first quadrant of the x-z plane around the z-axis, and
may have a shape having a concaved top surface such
as a measurement surface 201’ of the measurement ob-
ject 200’. Note that, although the measurement objects
200 and 200’ shown in the figure respectively include

holding parts 202 and 202’ so as to be easily fixed to the
chuck 161, the surface shape of a measurement object
not including such a holding part can even be measured
as long as it is fixed to the X-Y stage 160 via some tool,
for example.
[0050] Fig. 4 is a cross-sectional view and an enlarged
view illustrating a surface shape to be measured. The
cross-sectional view of Fig. 4 represents a section of the
measurement object 200 taken in the plane A including
the rotational symmetry axis 210 shown in Fig. 3 (a). As
described above, the measurement surface 201 is a ro-
tationally symmetric surface as a whole, but has minute
unevenness as seen in a locally enlarged view. The
present embodiment assumes a measurement surface
whose shape projected on the x-y plane has an outer
perimeter of around ϕ100 mm (r in the figure). Then, the
resolution for the depth direction of unevenness can be
set to around 1 nm in accordance with the configuration
and measurement principle of the measurement unit as
described later. Here, the term "resolution" refers to the
finest unit at which the shape of a measurement target
object can be identified as computed row data, and the
"precision" at which the probability of measurement re-
sults is ensured is around 10 nm in the present embod-
iment. However, these orders may be changed depend-
ing on the configuration of the apparatus, the precision
of sensors or the like. Note that the depth direction of
unevenness refers to the direction of the arrow shown in
the enlarged view. More specifically, it refers to the di-
rection orthogonal to the rotationally symmetric surface
(indicated by the dotted line in the enlarged view).
[0051] Next, a description will be made of the meas-
urement unit 110. Fig. 5 is an illustration of the configu-
ration and measurement principle of the measurement
unit 110. In particular, Fig. 5 (a) is an illustration of the
configuration and measurement principle of the distance
measurement device 111, and Fig. 5 (b) is an illustration
of the configuration and measurement principle of the
angle measurement device 112. Each figure represents
an example where a vertex of the measurement surface
201 is positioned at the origin of coordinates, and in which
case the vertex is set as the measurement point.
[0052] The distance measurement device 111 is con-
figured of a first light source 1111 which generates first
probe light, a condenser lens 1112 which condenses the
first probe light generated by the first light source 1111
(first irradiation light PL1) to irradiate a measurement
point on the measurement surface 201, a condenser lens
1113 which condenses the first probe light reflected at
the measurement point (first reflected light RL1), a pho-
todetector 1114 which detects the position of the first
reflected light RL1, and the like.
[0053] The angle measurement device 112 is config-
ured of a second light source 1121 which generates sec-
ond probe light, a condenser lens 1122 which condenses
the second probe light generated by the second light
source 1121 (second irradiation light PL2) to irradiate a
measurement point on the measurement surface 201, a
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collimator lens 1123 which collimates the second probe
light reflected at the measurement point (second reflect-
ed light RL2), a photodetector 1124 which detects the
position of the second reflected light RL2, and the like.
[0054] The first light source 1111 and the second light
source 1121 are laser light sources with stabilized oscil-
lation wavelength, optical output, beam pointing and the
like, and a fiber laser, a DFB semiconductor laser or the
like is used for them, for example. Output parts of the
first light source 1111 and the second light source 1121
are provided with a collimator, and the first irradiation
light PL1 and the second irradiation light PL2 converted
into parallel light pencils are output from the respective
light sources. The photodetectors 1114 and 1124 are de-
tectors to detect the positions of the first reflected light
RL1 and the second reflected light RL2, respectively, and
a QPD (quadrant photodetector), an image capturing de-
vice such as CMOS or the like can be used for them, for
example.
[0055] For the distance measurement device 111, the
first irradiation light PL1 emitted from the first light source
1111 is condensed by the condenser lens 1112 and in-
cident at the measurement point. The first reflected light
RL1 reflected at the measurement point is condensed by
the condenser lens 1113 and incident in the photodetec-
tor 1114. With the distance measurement device 111,
even if the inclination of the reflection surface at the
measurement point is varied (tilted), the incident position
of the first reflected light RL1 condensed and incident in
the photodetector 1114 is not varied. On the other hand,
if the position of the measurement point is varied (shifted)
in the upward/downward direction (z-axis direction), the
incident position of the first reflected light RL1 condensed
and incident in the photodetector 1114 is varied. Thus,
a distance ds from a reference position z0 of the meas-
urement unit 110 to the measurement point can be cal-
culated based on a position detecting signal output from
the photodetector 1114 to the measurement control part
186. Note that the reference position z0 may be, for ex-
ample, the z coordinate of the rotation axis around which
the first support 120 is rotated in the θx direction, or may
be the z coordinate of a reference plane of the measure-
ment unit 110 when it is opposed to the measurement
surface 201.
[0056] For the angle measurement device 112, the
second irradiation light PL2 emitted from the second light
source 1121 is condensed by the condenser lens 1122
and incident at the measurement point. The second re-
flected light RL2 reflected at the measurement point is
collimated by the collimator lens 1123 and incident in the
photodetector 1124. With the angle measurement device
112, even if the position of the measurement point is var-
ied (shifted) in the upward/downward direction, the inci-
dent position of the second reflected light RL2 incident
in the photodetector 1124 is almost not varied. On the
other hand, if the inclination of the reflection surface at
the measurement point is varied (tilted), the incident po-
sition of the second reflected light RL2 incident in the

photodetector 1124 is varied. Thus, based on an angle
detecting signal output from the photodetector 1124 to
the measurement control part 186, a reflection angle θs
of the reflection surface at the measurement point can
be calculated, and further an inclination angle that is the
inclination of the reflection surface (described later) can
be calculated.
[0057] In the present embodiment, the distance meas-
urement device 111 and the angle measurement device
112 are fixed to the holder 113, being adjusted such that
a first reference plane formed by the first irradiation light
PL1 and the first reflected light RL1 and a second refer-
ence plane formed by the second irradiation light PL2
and the second reflected light RL2 in the case where the
inclination of the reflection surface at the measurement
point is zero are orthogonal to each other. For positioning
of the figure, the first reference plane is in the x-z plane
and the second reference plane is in the y-z plane. Also,
the distance measurement device 111 and the angle
measurement device 112 are fixed to the holder 113,
being adjusted such that the reflection points (measure-
ment points) of the respective probe light overlap with
each other at a reference distance d0 from the reference
position z0. Note that Fig. 5 is depicted for the case where
z0 = d0 = ds.
[0058] Next, a description will be made of a method for
deriving the surface shape. Fig. 6 is an illustration of der-
ivation of the surface shape. It is regarded that the meas-
urement unit 110 scans from the left side to the right side
of the paper in the figure, and performs measurement at
every sampling interval L. The figure represents, assum-
ing that the number of times of sampling is n, the surface
shape of the measurement surface 201 in the (n = i)-th
measurement and the (n = i + 1)-th measurement.
[0059] As described above, the surface shape meas-
urement apparatus 10 in accordance with the present
embodiment has a precision of around 10 nm for the
depth direction of unevenness. If it is attempted to obtain
a precision of 10 nm only with the distance measurement
device 111, it is thus required to prepare a distance meas-
urement device having an output precision of 10 nm.
Such a distance measurement device is not very practical
due to being expensive and large in size. Thus, for the
surface shape measurement apparatus 10 in accord-
ance with the present embodiment, the distance meas-
urement device 111 itself is a distance measurement de-
vice only having a capability of a lower precision than the
target precision, and the angle measurement device 112
is provided in conjunction with the distance measurement
device 111.
[0060] As shown in the figure, if an inclination angle as
the inclination of the reflection surface is calculated as αi
(rad) from an output of the angle measurement device
112 in the (n = i)-th measurement, the amount of dis-
placement to the (n = i)-th measurement point in the depth
direction is approximated as Lαi if αi is a minute angle.
Accordingly, if the depth-direction coordinate at the (n =
i)-th time is f(i), the coordinate f(i+1) at the (n = i + 1)-th
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time is calculated as f(i) + Lαi.
[0061] Here, if Lαi is 10 nm and assuming that L = 1
mm, αi is 10 mrad. That is, if the angle measurement
device 112 has a capability of 10 mrad as its output pre-
cision, measurement can be performed with a precision
of 10 nm in the depth direction even if the sampling in-
terval is around 1 mm. To configure the surface shape
measurement apparatus, it is easy to prepare an angle
measurement device having an output precision of 10
mrad to perform control at a sampling interval of 1 mm,
compared to preparing a distance measurement device
with an output precision of 10 nm. Also, the sampling
control at L = 1 mm is relatively easy, and therefore adopt-
ing a shorter sampling interval allows further enhance-
ment of the precision in the depth direction.
[0062] On the other hand, it is desirable to use the dis-
tance measurement device 111 in order that the meas-
urement point as the target of the angle measurement
device 112 and the reflection point of the second probe
light coincide with each other. That is, if the scanning is
performed such that the distance between the reference
position z0 of the measurement unit 110 and the meas-
urement surface 201 is kept at the reference distance d0
while monitoring the output of the distance measurement
device 111, both measurement points of the distance
measurement device 111 and the angle measurement
device 112 coincide with each other, and therefore the
measurement control part 186 can accurately grasp the
measurement point being measured by the angle meas-
urement device 112. If the distance measurement device
111 is not provided in conjunction, it is required to prepare
another apparatus for accurately grasping the coordi-
nates of the measurement point for the angle measure-
ment device 112.
[0063] Here, if the distance to the measurement sur-
face 201 is kept at the reference distance d0, an error
range of the distance may be much wider than that of the
depth-direction precision with which measurement is to
be performed using the angle measurement device 112.
That is, the output precision required for the distance
measurement device 111 may be lower than the depth-
direction precision with which measurement is to be per-
formed. For example, it may be around 10 mm if the depth-
direction precision with which measurement is to be per-
formed is around 10 nm.
[0064] Next, a description will be made of the operation
of the measurement object 200 and the head in meas-
urement. Fig. 7 is an illustration of relative movement of
the measurement object 200 and the head. Here, a ref-
erence position 115 of the head is set on the rotation axis
around which the first support 120 is rotated in the θx
direction.
[0065] Fig. 7 (a) shows an initial state in which the ver-
tex of the rotationally symmetric surface can be meas-
ured. The measurement control part 186 acquires in ad-
vance first shape information as a piece of basic infor-
mation of the measurement object 200. Here, the first
shape information is approximate shape data generated

in the process of generating general shape data de-
scribed later. In subsequent descriptions, the first shape
information may be referred to as first shape data. The
first shape data is a model defined in virtual space, and
the position, attitude and shape thereof are defined in a
set reference coordinate system. In the present embod-
iment, the first shape data is represented by a function.
[0066] Using the acquired first shape data, the meas-
urement control part 186 moves the first support 120, the
second support 130 and the X-Y stage 160 such that the
reference position 115 is positioned above and at a dis-
tance of d0 from the vertex of the rotationally symmetric
surface that is the measurement surface 201. Then, the
measurement control part 186 moves the measurement
unit 110 to oppose the tangent plane of the vertex. In
subsequent scanning processes as well, the measure-
ment control part 186 controls the measurement unit 110
to oppose the tangent plane at the measurement point
calculated from the acquired first shape data. That the
measurement unit 110 opposes a tangent plane means
that the tangent plane is also orthogonal to the first ref-
erence plane and the second reference plane as de-
scribed above.
[0067] Fig. 7 (b) shows the case where the measure-
ment point is moved a little toward the periphery from the
vertex of the measurement surface 201. The measure-
ment control part 186 parallelly moves the second sup-
port 130 in the y direction and the z-axis direction, and
also rotationally moves the first support 120 in the θx
direction. More specifically, the movement is performed
such that the distance from the reference position 115 is
kept at d0 while the tangent plane at the targeted meas-
urement point and the measurement unit 110 oppose.
The measurement control part 186 simultaneously rota-
tionally moves the X-Y stage 160 in the θz direction.
[0068] Then, the measurement control part 186 does
not parallelly move the X-Y stage 160 in x-y directions.
The measurement control part 186 moves the X-Y stage
160 in parallel with the x-y plane when the measurement
object 200 is to be moved to the position of the initial
state after the user places the measurement object 200
on the X-Y stage 160, but does not perform the parallel
movement during the measurement sequence for meas-
uring the measurement surface 201. Accordingly, al-
though the function to move the X-Y stage 160 in x-y
directions is useful when the measurement object 200 is
to be moved to the position of the initial state, the move-
ment function can be omitted.
[0069] Also, the measurement control part 186 utilizes
an output of the Z sensor 155 when the measurement
unit 110 is to be moved to the position of the initial state.
However, in scanning processes after the measurement
unit 110 reaches the initial state, the measurement con-
trol part 186 can grasp the z direction position from the
output of the distance measurement device 111, and
therefore the output of the Z sensor 155 may not be mon-
itored.
[0070] Fig. 7 (c) shows the case where the measure-
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ment point is further moved toward the periphery. The
measurement control part 186 further parallelly moves
the second support 130 in the y direction and the z di-
rection, and also further rotationally moves the first sup-
port 120 in the θx direction. The measurement control
part 186 continues to rotationally move the X-Y stage
160 in the θz direction.
[0071] As apparent from the transition from Fig. 7 (a)
to Fig. 7 (c), scanning of the head relative to the meas-
urement surface 201 is performed only in a direction
along the y-axis, and does not involve parallel movement
in the x direction. Also, scanning in the y direction is per-
formed only in the negative y region in the figure, and
scanning is not performed in the positive region. That is,
by rotationally moving the X-Y stage 160 in the θz direc-
tion, the entire measurement surface can be measured
by such a simple movement control. In other words, the
degree of freedom that the head is to have and the degree
of freedom that the stage on which the measurement
object is placed is to have are optimized for the dedicated
purpose of measuring the surface shape of a rotationally
symmetric surface. In this manner, the drive configuration
of the head and the drive configuration of the stage can
each be simplified. In particular, simplification of the drive
configuration of the head contributes to weight reduction
of the head and also contributes to speed enhancement
of movement of the head.
[0072] Fig. 8 is an illustration of a measurement path
of the measurement surface 201. Fig. 8 (a) shows a
measurement path formed by the controls described us-
ing Fig. 7 as observed in the z direction. Here, the meas-
urement path is a locus obtained by connecting adjacent
measurement points.
[0073] A start point is the vertex of the rotationally sym-
metric surface, and corresponds to the initial state as
shown in Fig. 7 (a). As apparent from the figure, the meas-
urement path forms a spiral. As measurement is per-
formed along the path, the measurement control part 186
receives outputs from the angle measurement device
112 in the order along the path. However, in order to
obtain a cross-sectional view in a section along the line
C in the figure, for example, the measurement results at
the cross-marked points where the line C and the spiral
path intersect are extracted and rearranged. Similarly, in
order to obtain a cross-sectional view in a section along
the line D, the measurement results of the square-
marked points where the line C and the spiral path inter-
sect are extracted and rearranged. If an intersection point
is not a measurement point, it is required to perform in-
terpolation from the measurement results of neighboring
measurement points for the calculation.
[0074] Note that the inclination angle at the measure-
ment point calculated from the output of the angle meas-
urement device 112 is calculated as an angle formed by
the tangent plane at a measurement point calculated
from the first shape data and an actual tangent plane at
the measurement point. Accordingly, if the depth in a
direction along a certain path is to be calculated, the com-

putations described using Fig. 6 are performed after con-
verting it into angle along the direction. Note that com-
putations from when the output of the angle measure-
ment device 112 is obtained until when surface shape
data that is second shape information having a higher
precision than the first shape data is calculated are per-
formed by the computation part 187 that functions as a
second calculation part. In subsequent descriptions, the
second shape information may be referred to as second
shape data.
[0075] Fig. 8 (b) shows a measurement path of another
example as observed in the z direction. If information of
the cross-sectional shape taken in a particular section is
to be obtained without performing the above-described
interpolation, the measurement path may be set to form
a radial locus centered at the vertex as shown in the
figure. If a plurality of pieces of cross-sectional shape
information is to be obtained, setting the start point near
the end portion of the measurement surface 201 rather
than at the vertex allows the measurement path to be set
in a unicursal manner. If such a measurement path is to
be set, the measurement control part 186 performs scan-
ning by moving the head also in the positive y region
described in Fig. 7. Also, the measurement control part
186 performs rotational movement of the X-Y stage 160
in the θz direction only when movement is performed
along the arc paths in the figure. Then, the measurement
control part 186 does not perform movement of the first
support 120 and the second support 130.
[0076] Fig. 9 is a flow chart illustrating the operation of
the surface shape measurement apparatus in the present
embodiment. As shown in Fig. 9, the operation of the
surface shape measurement apparatus 10 is broadly di-
vided into generation of the first shape data (step S101)
and generation of the second shape data (step S 102).
At step S101, the surface shape measurement apparatus
10 generates the first shape data from three-dimensional
coordinate data of the measurement surface 201 ac-
quired by the distance measurement device 111. Next,
at step S102, the surface shape measurement apparatus
10 generates the second shape data from four-dimen-
sional data including a coordinate value and a surface
inclination value acquired by the distance measurement
device 111 and the angle measurement device 112 using
the generated first shape data.
[0077] Fig. 10 is an illustration of an operation of ac-
quiring the first shape data that is three-dimensional co-
ordinate data of a measurement object whose shape data
is unknown. Here, the fact that the surface shape of the
unknown measurement object is substantially rotation-
ally symmetric is regarded to be known. Note that the
contents described using Fig. 7 are omitted.
[0078] Fig. 10 (a) an initial state in which the vertex of
the rotationally symmetric surface or a point near the ver-
tex can be measured. In a sequence of acquiring three-
dimensional coordinate data for generating the first
shape data, only the distance measurement device 111
is used among the two measurement devices.
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[0079] First, a user arranges the measurement object
on the X-Y stage such that the vertex of a rotationally
symmetric surface that is the measurement surface 201
and the rotation axis of the X-Y stage 160 approximately
coincide with each other. Then, the first support 120, the
second support 130 and the X-Y stage 160 are moved
such that the reference position 115 is positioned above
and at a distance of d0 from the vertex of the rotationally
symmetric surface that is the measurement surface 201.
Then, the measurement control part 186 sets the attitude
of the measurement unit 110 to be horizontal. In subse-
quent scanning processes as well, the measurement
control part 186 keeps the attitude of the measurement
unit 110 to be horizontal, and does not rotationally drive
the first support 120 relative to the second support 130.
That is, driving is performed such that the line of inter-
section of the first reference plane, which is a plane
formed by the optical axis of the condenser lens 1112
and the optical axis of the condenser lens 1113, and the
second reference plane, which is a plane formed by the
optical axis of the condenser lens 1122 and the optical
axis of the collimator lens 1123, is substantially parallel
to the z-axis in the sequence of acquiring the three-di-
mensional coordinate data.
[0080] Fig. 10 (b) shows the case where the measure-
ment point is moved a little toward the periphery from the
vertex of the measurement surface 201. The measure-
ment control part 186 parallelly moves the second sup-
port 130 in the y direction and the z direction. More spe-
cifically, the second support 130 is moved such that the
distance from the reference position 115 is kept at d0.
The measurement control part 186 simultaneously rota-
tionally moves the X-Y stage 160 in the θz direction. Then,
the measurement control part 186 does not parallelly
move the X-Y stage 160 in x-y directions.
[0081] Fig. 10 (c) shows the case where the measure-
ment point is further moved toward the periphery. The
measurement control part 186 further parallelly moves
the second support 130 in the y direction and the z di-
rection. The measurement control part 186 continues to
rotationally move the X-Y stage 160 in the θz direction.
[0082] Three-dimensional coordinate data of the
measurement surface 201 is obtained from the y-z coor-
dinates of the reference position 115 of the head, the
rotation angle θz of the X-Y stage 160 and the reference
distance d0. Note that, as described with reference to
Fig. 8, measurement points are arranged on a radial line
passing through a spiral path and through the rotation
center on the measurement surface 201.
[0083] Fig. 11 is a flow chart representing a procedure
of generating the first shape data and shows a specific
flow of step S101 in Fig. 9. Note that, in the flow, step
S1011 starts at the time after the measurement object
200 is arranged on the X-Y stage 160 by the user and
when an instruction of generating the first shape data is
received from the user via the user interface 182.
[0084] At step S1011, the measurement control part
186 drives the X-Y stage 160, the first support 120 and

the second support 130 to move the measurement object
200 to an initial position. Then, while driving the X-Y stage
160 and the second support 130 to cause the measure-
ment unit 110 scan the measurement surface 201 as
described using Fig. 10, three-dimensional coordinate
values of the measurement surface 201 detected by the
distance measurement device 111 are acquired to se-
quentially accumulate them in the memory 183. When
the end point of the measurement points is reached, the
flow advances to step S1012.
[0085] The image generation part 188 generates
three-dimensional plot image data representing a spatial
distribution of the three-dimensional coordinate data ac-
cumulated in the memory 183, and displays it as a three-
dimensional plot image on the user interface 182 (step
S1012). By virtue of the display of the three-dimensional
plot, the user can visually grasp a general shape of the
unknown measurement surface 201, and can use it as a
guide for selecting the fitting parameters described later.
[0086] The computation part 187 performs fitting by
function in order to generate a function representing an
approximate curved surface of the acquired three-dimen-
sional coordinate data as the first shape data (step
SI013). In the following descriptions, the function may be
referred to as a fitting function. The computation part 187
functions as a first calculation part which calculates the
first shape data from the acquired three-dimensional co-
ordinate data of the measurement surface 201.
[0087] Information of the fitting function is prestored in
the memory 183. The fitting function is, for example, a
Zernike polynomial. Note that, while a plurality of nota-
tional systems such as Standard Zernike and FRINGE
Zernike, which are different in the order of terms from
each other, can be used for for Zernike polynomials, the
following descriptions describes the case of FRINGE
Zernike.
[0088] The computation part 187 stores Zernike coef-
ficients selected and specified by the user via the user
interface 182 and used for fitting, as parameter informa-
tion in the memory 183. For example, if the measurement
surface 201 is a rotationally symmetric surface, the
Zernike coefficients of terms of the Zernike polynomial
representing a rotationally symmetric shape, such as the
fourth term, the ninth term and the sixteenth term, are
selected as parameters. In the following descriptions, the
parameters may be referred to as fitting parameters.
[0089] For example, the fitting is performed by numer-
ical optimization which derives the optimal combination
of parameters by repeatedly varying the fitting parame-
ters (Zernike coefficients) such that the sum of the
squares of deviations of the three-dimensional coordi-
nate data from the fitting function (Zernike polynomial) is
minimized. Here, the damped least squares method can
be used as the optimization method, for example, but the
method is not so limited and may adopt a known optimi-
zation method.
[0090] When the above fitting process ends, the com-
putation part 187 calculates a fitting residual. Here, the
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fitting residual indicates the gap between the fitting func-
tion and the three-dimensional coordinate data, and is
an RMS (root mean square) value, for example. In the
following descriptions, the fitting residual may be referred
to as an RMS residual. The computation part 187 stores
the calculated RMS residual in the memory 183.
[0091] The image generation part 188 generates
three-dimensional plot image data of the found fitting
function and the three-dimensional coordinate data, and
displays it as a three-dimensional plot image together
with the RMS residual value on the user interface 182
(step S1014). In this manner, the user can check the
precision of the fitting. Also, the user can check a region
in which the fitting is not satisfactorily performed, and it
becomes easy to specify a parameter lacking as a degree
of freedom (a Zernike term required for the fitting).
[0092] The system control part 181 receives an instruc-
tion of whether or not to reperform the fitting process from
the user (step S1015). For example, a display window
for making the user select whether to end the fitting proc-
ess or to reperform the fitting process with fitting param-
eters added or changed is displayed on the user interface
182.
[0093] If the the specification of the fitting parameters
is changed and it is determined that an instruction to
reperform the fitting process is given the user (YES at
step S1015), the system control part 181 advances to
step S1013 and performs the subsequent flow.
[0094] On the other hand, if an instruction to end the
fitting process is given by the user, that is, if it is deter-
mined that an instruction to reperform the fitting is not
given (NO at step S1015), the system control part 181
determines the acquired fitting function as the first shape
data, and stores it in the memory 183. Then, a sequence
of processes of generating the first shape data ends.
[0095] Fig. 12 is an illustration of the placement error
of the measurement object 200. The measurement object
200 indicated by the solid line is correctly placed at the
target position on the X-Y stage 160. The rotational sym-
metry axis 210 of the measurement surface 201 coin-
cides with the axis of rotation of the X-Y stage 160 in the
θz direction. On the other hand, a measurement object
200" indicated by the dotted line is placed with a deviation
relative to the X-Y stage 160. In the example of the figure,
the vertex of a measurement surface 201" of the meas-
urement object 200" is deviated by Δx in the x direction
and Δy in the y direction relative to the vertex of the meas-
urement surface 201 of the measurement object 200.
Note that the chuck 161 to fix the measurement object
200 is omitted in the figure.
[0096] The deviation may occur not only in the x direc-
tion and the y direction but also in the z direction, the θx
direction, the θy direction and the θz direction. It may be
due to deviation between the chuck 161 and the X-Y
stage 160, deviation between the chuck 161 and the hold-
ing part 202 of the measurement object 200 and the like.
However, some deviation components can be substan-
tially ignored by precisely configuring the chuck 161 and

the X-Y stage 160 with each other or adopting a precisely
plane surface as the bottom surface of the measurement
object 200. If some deviation components can be sub-
stantially ignored, the load of the fitting computation de-
scribed later is mitigated.
[0097] In the present embodiment, the surface shape
measurement apparatus 10 presents the amount of un-
evenness relative to a first shape data as a measurement
result of the surface shape. The first shape data is ac-
quired in advance through the process of generating gen-
eral shape data described with reference to Fig. 10 and
Fig. 11. Thus, in the present embodiment, the placement
error relative to the target position is calculated by com-
paring the surface information of the first shape data in
the case of placement at the target position and the meas-
urement result that is actually measured.
[0098] Fig. 13 is a schematic illustration of calculation
of the placement error. A temporary surface shape of the
measurement surface 201" placed with a deviation rela-
tive to the target position is calculated from the output of
the measurement unit 110. As described using Fig. 7,
scanning of the measurement unit 110 is performed
based on the first shape data in the case of placement
at the target position, and therefore a measurement point
recognized by the measurement control part 186 is de-
viated from an actual measurement point, and the preci-
sion of the surface shape that is first calculated is not
high. However, unevenness in the surface is minute, and
therefore it can be regarded that the entire shape of the
surface to be calculated is very close to the surface shape
of the first shape data. Thus, the placement error is cal-
culated by fitting the surface shape of the first shape data
with this actually measured surface shape.
[0099] The fitting computation for calculating the place-
ment error is an operation of calculating the amounts of
movement of the first shape data when it is moved in the
directions of six degrees of freedom by a minute amount
for each direction such that the degree of coincidence
with the actually measured surface shape data is maxi-
mum. More specifically, the combination of the amounts
of movement of the first shape data when it is parallelly
moved (Δx, Δy, Δz) and rotationally moved (Δθx, Δθy,
Δθz) such that the deviation from the actually measured
surface shape data is minimized is derived by numerical
optimization. That is, the placement error is determined
by the movement amounts (Δx, Δy, Δz, Δθx, Δθy, Δθz).
[0100] Note that, while the fitting computation is per-
formed by comparing the surface shape of the first shape
data and the actually measured surface shape in the
present embodiment, the fitting computation may be per-
formed in the dimension of angle for both. That is, by
differentiating the function of the first shape data to the
first order to represent it as an angle distribution, it can
be directly compared with an actually measured angle
distribution as an output of the measurement unit 110.
The fitting computation using the angle distribution can
precisely calculate the placement error because an inte-
gration process is not involved.
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[0101] Next, a description will be made of the principle
for computing a more accurate surface shape in consid-
eration of the placement error. Fig. 14 is an illustration
of the relationship between a position near the measure-
ment point and the second probe light of the angle meas-
urement device 112. The figure represents a simplified
view of the angle measurement device 112 with the sec-
ond light source 1121 and the photodetector 1124. Also,
the ideal measurement surface of the first shape data is
represented as a reference measurement surface Hd,
and the actual measurement surface is represented as
an actually measured measurement surface Hr. Also, the
measurement surface has a three-dimensional shape,
and therefore each phenomenon is observed as a three-
dimensional phenomenon such as that reflected light of
the second probe light has a three-dimensional vector
component, in practice, while the present example is de-
scribed focusing on phenomena in y-z directions for sim-
plification of descriptions. In order to reconstruct them as
three-dimensional phenomena, components in x-z direc-
tions and components in x-y directions are taken into
account.
[0102] Fig. 14 (a) shows the case where the reference
measurement surface Hd is arranged at the target posi-
tion and the reference position 115 of the measurement
unit 110 strictly opposes the reference measurement sur-
face Hd. The measurement unit 110 is rotated by θR in
the θx direction, and there is no rotation error of the sec-
ond support 130. In this case, the second probe light
emitted from the second light source 1121, if it is reflected
at a measurement point Ri on the reference measure-
ment surface Hd, is incident at an incident point Pi that
is the center of the photodetector 1124. That is, the in-
clination of the surface at the measurement point Ri is
detected as zero.
[0103] However, the rotation error Δθ of the second
support 130 is added to rotational movement of the meas-
urement unit 110 as described above, and therefore a
point deviated from the assumed measurement point is
to be measured. Fig. 14 (b) shows the case where the
reference measurement surface Hd is arranged at the
target position and the measurement unit 110 opposes
the reference measurement surface Hd with the rotation
error Δθ.
[0104] As described above, the minute rotation angle
Δθ of the second support 130 can be accurately meas-
ured by the interferometer unit 151, and therefore the
measurement control part 186 accurately grasps an
emission position and an emission direction of the sec-
ond probe light emitted from the second light source
1121. Thus, the computation part 187 receives informa-
tion of the emission position and the emission direction
of the second probe light, and estimates the output of the
photodetector 1124 by ray tracing. Specifically, the com-
putation part 187 calculates the coordinates of the meas-
urement point Rs on the reference measurement surface
Hd by ray tracing, calculates the normal direction of the
reference measurement surface Hd at the measurement

point Rs, and obtains a reflection direction of the second
probe light using the normal direction. Then, an incident
point Ps of the photodetector 1124 is calculated by further
performing ray tracing. That is, the estimated output val-
ue of the incident point Ps obtained in this process is a
value calculated in consideration of the minute rotation
angle Δθ of the second support 130 as an error factor.
[0105] Note that, in the present embodiment, it is prem-
ised that parallel movement of the second support 130
in the y direction and the z direction is accurately per-
formed as controlled. However, even if an error occurs
in the parallel movement, the error amount can be accu-
rately measured by the interferometer unit 151 and the
Z sensor 155, and therefore the above ray tracing com-
putation can be performed by taking it into account. That
is, an estimated output value of the incident point Ps
which takes into consideration errors in parallel move-
ment as well as the minute rotation angle Δθ as error
factors can be calculated.
[0106] Fig. 14 (c) shows the case where the actually
measured measurement surface Hr is arranged at the
target position and the measurement unit 110 opposes
the reference measurement surface Hd with the rotation
error Δθ. That is, the relative relationship between the
angle measurement device 112 and each of the actually
measured measurement surface Hr and the reference
measurement surface Hd is similar to the case of Fig. 14
(b). Fig. 14 (c) shows the second probe light in the case
of obtaining an actual output value rather than the esti-
mated output value obtained by ray tracing as in Fig. 14
(b).
[0107] In this case, the second probe light emitted from
the second light source 1121 is incident at the measure-
ment point Rh on the actually measured measurement
surface Hr, is reflected according to the inclination of the
actually measured measurement surface Hr at the meas-
urement point Rh, and reaches the photodetector 1124.
An incident point Ph of the photodetector 1124 is at the
coordinates corresponding to the inclination of the actu-
ally measured measurement surface Hr, and the photo-
detector 1124 outputs a detection signal corresponding
to the incident point Ph as the actual output value. In this
case, the actual output value is a value output with the
minute rotation angle Δθ of the second support 130 as
an error factor.
[0108] The inclination (referred to as αd) of the refer-
ence measurement surface Hd at the measurement point
Rs is obtained from the ray tracing computation in Fig.
14 (b), and the inclination (referred to as αr) of the actually
measured measurement surface Hr at the measurement
point Rh is obtained from the actual output value in Fig.
14 (c). Here, there is almost no deviation in a direction
orthogonal to the depth direction of unevenness (direc-
tion in the tangent plane of the reference measurement
surface Hd at the measurement point Rs) between the
measurement point Rs and the measurement point Rh,
and their positions can be approximated to be the same.
Accordingly, the actual inclination relative to the refer-
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ence measurement surface at the coordinates Rs can be
evaluated as αr - αd. If the coordinates Rs are set as the
(n = i)-th measurement coordinates, the inclination αi in
Fig. 6 is equal to αr - αd. That is, the computation in Fig.
6 can be performed by calculating αr - αd.
[0109] Next, consideration will be made of the case
where a placement error is further included in the state
of Fig. 14 (b). The present example describes the case
where there is a placement error of Δy in the y direction,
for the sake of simplification. Fig. 14 (d) shows the case
where the actually measured measurement surface Hr
is arranged at a position deviated by the placement error
Δy, and the reference measurement surface Hd is ar-
ranged at the target position and the measurement unit
110 opposes the reference measurement surface Hd
with the rotation error Δθ. Fig. 14 (d) shows the second
probe light in the case of obtaining an actual output value
rather than the estimated output value obtained by ray
tracing as in Fig. 14 (b).
[0110] In this case, the second probe light emitted from
the second light source 1121 is incident at a measure-
ment point Rr on the actually measured measurement
surface Hr, is reflected according to the inclination of the
actually measured measurement surface Hr at the meas-
urement point Rr, and reaches the photodetector 1124.
An incident point Pr of the photodetector 1124 is at the
coordinates corresponding to the inclination of the actu-
ally measured measurement surface Hr, and the photo-
detector 1124 outputs a detection signal corresponding
to the incident point Pr as the actual output value. In this
case, the actual output value is a value output with the
minute rotation angle Δθ of the second support 130 and
the placement error Δy as error factors.
[0111] The measurement control part 186 does not
grasp the placement error, and therefore the obtained
actual output value is recognized as an actual output val-
ue for the coordinates Rs of the reference measurement
surface Hd calculated by ray tracing in Fig. 14 (b) without
consideration of the placement error. In other words, the
computation part 187 recognizes the measurement re-
sult of the measurement point Rr as the measurement
result of the coordinates Rs. That is, it can be regarded
that such inconsistency in correspondence is included in
the actual output value with the placement error Δy as
an error factor.
[0112] More specifically, it is regarded that the differ-
ence between the actual inclination at the measurement
point Rr and the inclination of the reference measurement
surface Hd at the coordinates Rs is recognized as the
inclination αi at the coordinates Rs. The surface shape
obtained by performing the computation described using
Fig. 6 on the calculated value including the placement
error as an error factor in this manner is the actually meas-
ured surface shape described using Fig. 13. That is, the
actually measured surface shape that is first derived with
the placement error as an error factor may have a low
precision. However, as described above, the actually
measured surface shape as a whole can be regarded to

be very close to the surface shape of the first shape data,
and therefore a placement error amount is calculated by
a fitting computation.
[0113] When the placement error amount is calculated,
the reference measurement surface Hd is rearranged at
a position deviated from the target position by the place-
ment error amount and the ray tracing computation in
Fig. 14 (b) is performed again. The coordinates of a new
measurement point Rs on the reference measurement
surface Hd obtained by the recomputation substantially
coincide with the coordinates of the measurement point
Rr in Fig. 14 (d). Accordingly, the placement error Δy is
almost eliminated, and αd and αd at substantially the
same point are obtained, and therefore the accurate in-
clination αi can be calculated. A more precise surface
shape can be derived by performing the computation de-
scribed using Fig. 6 again using αi calculated in this man-
ner.
[0114] Note that, if the precision of the actually meas-
ured surface shape that is first derived is not so high, the
degree of coincidence by the fitting computation is low-
ered, and therefore the accurate placement error amount
may be unable to be calculated. In this case, the above-
described computation may be repeatedly performed by
subjecting again a recomputed surface shape to the the
fitting computation for calculating the placement error
amount to further calculate a placement error until the
degree of coincidence as an evaluation value exceeds a
predetermined threshold. In this case, the surface shape
derived at the time when the degree of coincidence ex-
ceeds the threshold is determined as the final surface
shape.
[0115] Fig. 15 is a flow chart representing a procedure
to obtain second shape data. As described using Fig. 9,
the flow starts at the time when, after the first shape data
is generated and stored in the memory 183, the meas-
urement object 200 is placed on the X-Y stage 160 by a
user and receives an instruction to start measurement
from the user via the user interface 182.
[0116] At step S2011, the measurement control part
186 drives the X-Y stage 160, the first support 120 and
the second support 130 to move the measurement object
200 to an initial position. Then, outputs of measurement
points are obtained by the measurement unit 110 to se-
quentially accumulate information of the measurement
points, while driving the X-Y stage 160, the first support
120 and the second support 130 such that the measure-
ment unit 110 scans the measurement surface 201, as
described using Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. When the end point of
the measurement points is reached, the flow advances
to step S2012.
[0117] At step S2012, the computation part 187 as-
sumes that the measurement object 200 is placed at the
target position on the X-Y stage 160, and sets the place-
ment position of the reference measurement surface of
the first shape data as the initial position with zero error
amount. The flow proceeds to step S2013, and then the
computation part 187 performs the ray tracing computa-
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tion in Fig. 14 (b) and uses the result of the ray tracing
computation to perform the computation for acquiring the
actually measured surface shape in Fig. 14 (d).
[0118] When the actually measured surface shape is
acquired, the flow proceeds to step S2014, and then the
computation part 187 performs the computation of fitting
the reference measurement surface and the actually
measured surface shape as described using Fig. 13. The
placement error amount of the measurement object 200
relative to the X-Y stage 160 is calculated by the fitting
computation.
[0119] The flow proceeds to step S2015, and then the
computation part 187 determines whether an evaluation
criterion is satisfied or not. Specifically, the evaluation
criterion may be whether the calculated placement error
amount does not exceed a predetermined reference error
amount, or may be whether the maximum degree of co-
incidence between the reference measurement surface
and the actually measured surface shape calculated by
the fitting computation exceeds a predetermined thresh-
old. For the evaluation criterion, its reference value may
be changed according to a desired measurement preci-
sion, the shape of the measurement object 200 or the
like, another criterion may be adopted, or a plurality of
criteria may be used in combination.
[0120] When the computation part 187 determines that
the evaluation criterion is not satisfied at step S2015, the
flow returns to step S2012. At step S2012, the computa-
tion part 187 deviates the placement position of the ref-
erence measurement surface by the placement error
amount calculated by the fitting computation at step
S2014. In this manner, it can be expected that the refer-
ence measurement surface becomes closer to the actu-
ally measured measurement surface 201 than at the time
of the previous computation. Then, the steps after step
S2013 are performed again using a new reference meas-
urement surface.
[0121] When it is determined that the evaluation crite-
rion is satisfied at step S2015, the flow proceeds to step
S2016, and then the computation part 187 determines
the actually measured surface shape derived as the final
measurement result. For example, the actually meas-
ured surface shape determined may be converted as a
graphic image by the image generation part 188 to dis-
play it on the user interface 182. A sequence of processes
ends when presentation to the user ends.
[0122] While the computation part 187 of the surface
shape measurement apparatus 10 performs the fitting
computations of step S1013 in Fig. 11 and step S2014
in Fig. 15 in the above embodiment, the fitting computa-
tions may be performed by external computation equip-
ment. For example, the surface shape measurement ap-
paratus 10 may be configured to have a communication
part so as to be connected to an external cloud server,
and to perform the fitting process computations on the
cloud server. Also, the ray tracing computation of step
S2013 in Fig. 15 may be performed by external compu-
tation equipment similarly.

[0123] While the above embodiment has described the
example where only parameters for the shape of the sur-
face are selected as the fitting parameters for generating
the first shape data, an eccentric parameter as a move-
ment amount for coincidence of the positions and atti-
tudes may be selected in conjunction to simultaneously
perform elimination of the placement error. The problem
that the fitting does not converge due to the placement
error can be avoided by adding the eccentric parameter
as a fitting parameter. Also, the fitting computation for
eliminating the placement error described using Fig. 13
can be skipped.
[0124] While the first shape data of an unknown meas-
urement object is determined as the fitting function that
is an approximate curved surface of the three-dimension-
al coordinate data acquired using the distance measure-
ment device in the above embodiment, the first shape
data may be configured by a subroutine for interpolating
the shape of the acquired three-dimensional coordinate
data without performing fitting with function. For example,
a NURBS (None Uniform Rational B-Spline) curved sur-
face can be used. In this manner, the first shape data of
the measurement object can be generated regardless of
the distribution shape of the three-dimensional coordi-
nate data and the placement error of the measurement
object.
[0125] While the above embodiment has described the
case where a Zernike polynomial is used as an example
of the fitting function, a known function such as an X-Y
polynomial and a general aspherical surface formula de-
veloped in power series can also be used. Also, the fitting
function may be arbitrarily defined by the user. The fitting
function may also be arbitrarily selected by the user from
a plurality of functions in the fitting process for the first
shape data.
[0126] While the above embodiment has described the
case where a Zernike polynomial is used as an example
of the fitting function, a function representing a spherical
surface can be used as the fitting function (the fitting pa-
rameter is only the curvature or the radius of curvature).
In this case, in the fitting computation process for calcu-
lating the placement error described using Fig. 13, the
amounts of parallel movement until the centers of curva-
ture coincide (Δx, Δy, Δz) can be calculated while the
amounts of rotational movement (Δθx, Δθy, Δθz) can not
be uniquely defined. Thus, the subsequent fitting com-
putation processes are performed with predetermined
values set as the amounts of rotational movement, for
example. It is because, in the case of a spherical surface,
the coordinates of the measurement point can be cor-
rectly calculated in the ray tracing computation as long
as the amounts of parallel movement (Δx, Δy, Δz) are
grasped.
[0127] The surface shape measurement apparatus 10
described above moves the head provided with the
measurement unit 110 in three degrees of freedom con-
sisting of parallel movement in y-z plane and rotational
movement in the θx direction. Weight reduction of the
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head is achieved and speed enhancement of measure-
ment is realized by adopting the configuration in which
the head can move only in the three degrees of freedom.
However, the speed enhancement of measurement is
significantly contributed to not only by optimization of the
head configuration but also simplification of controls and
simplification of computations by limiting the degree of
freedom of movement to the three degrees of freedom.
[0128] From this point of view, even if the head itself
has a configuration which allows movement in more de-
grees of freedom, the speed enhancement of measure-
ment can be realized by performing controls limited to
three degrees of freedom consisting of parallel move-
ment in the y-z plane and rotational movement in the θx
direction in the case of measuring a rotationally symmet-
ric surface. That is, accurate and rapid measurement can
be realized by the measurement control part performing
controls while limiting movement of the head to the three
degrees of freedom. Accordingly, even if the measure-
ment apparatus is a general-purpose apparatus, the
speed enhancement of measurement can be expected
to be realized at a certain level by changing the meas-
urement control program in the case of measuring a ro-
tationally symmetric surface.
[0129] While the above embodiment is described as-
suming that the measurement surface 201 is a rotation-
ally symmetric surface, even in the case of a measure-
ment object having a surface that is not a rotationally
symmetric surface, a precise surface shape can be de-
rived by a similar method. For example, in the case of
deriving a precise surface shape for a free-form surface,
configurations that are based on the characteristics of a
rotationally symmetric surface may be changed among
the configurations described above. For example, the
surface shape measurement apparatus 10 adopts a
mechanism to move the first support 120 in the x direction
and also rotates it in the θy direction so that the meas-
urement unit 110 can take an attitude opposing the meas-
urement point. In association with this, a sensor is also
provided to monitor the movement amount and the rota-
tion angle.
[0130] In the case of a measurement object having a
rotationally symmetric surface, the initial position is
adopted such that the rotational symmetry axis of the
rotationally symmetric surface and the rotation axis of θz
rotation approximately coincide with each other. Howev-
er, in the case of measuring a free-form surface, the initial
position relative to the X-Y stage 160 is different from it.
Also, a measurement point on a free-form surface is set
differently from the case of utilizing symmetry of the ro-
tationally symmetric surface as described using Fig. 8
and, for example, the measurement point is set at a lattice
point of its projection on the x-y plane. In this case, the
measurement control part 186 does not rotate the X-Y
stage 160 in the θz direction but parallelly move it in x-y
directions during measurement.
[0131] If measurement is performed while moving the
X-Y stage 160 in x-y directions, the initial position may

be defined at any position. However, it is regarded that
movement of the X-Y stage 160 in x-y directions has a
precision similar to the precision of movement of the sec-
ond support 130 in y-z directions. In this case, as a com-
ponent of rotation of the second support 130 in the θx
direction is detected using the interferometer unit 151, a
component of rotation of the X-Y stage 160 in the θz
direction is also precisely detected utilizing a similar inter-
ferometer unit, for example.
[0132] If the deviation between the rotational symmetry
axis of the rotationally symmetric surface and the rotation
axis of θz rotation does not cause the difference between
the actual reflection point and the coordinates of the
measurement point being recognized as described using
Fig. 14 (d), the processes from step S2012 to step S2015
described above is unnecessary. In other words, the dif-
ference between the actual reflection point and the co-
ordinates of the measurement point being recognized
can be practically ignored by performing the measure-
ment of step S 2011 while controlling the measurement
unit 110 to take an attitude opposing the measurement
point using the fitting function calculated as the first shape
data.
[0133] While the depth direction of unevenness is de-
scribed as a direction orthogonal to the rotationally sym-
metric surface in Fig. 4, the depth of unevenness to be
derived as the surface shape may simply be the depth
in the z direction, for example. As described above, the
measurement control part 186 performs measurement
such that the measurement unit 110 takes an attitude
opposing the measurement point, and therefore informa-
tion of unevenness to be measured has a three-dimen-
sional vector. Accordingly, depending on which section
the user needs to evaluate the surface shape in, the sur-
face shape in the section can be generated by resolving
the unevenness information into components for the di-
rections of the section.
[0134] While a Zernike polynomial that is easily applied
to a rotationally symmetric surface is used as the fitting
function in the above-described embodiment, a variety
of fitting functions can be applied to a free-form surface.
For example, an X-Y polynomial can be used.
[0135] While the embodiments of the present invention
have been described, the technical scope of the invention
is not limited to the above described embodiments. It is
apparent to persons skilled in the art that various altera-
tions and improvements can be added to the above-de-
scribed embodiments. It is also apparent from the scope
of the claims that the embodiments added with such al-
terations or improvements can be included in the tech-
nical scope of the invention.
[0136] The operations, procedures, steps, and stages
of each process performed by an apparatus, system, pro-
gram, and method shown in the claims, embodiments,
or diagrams can be performed in any order as long as
the order is not indicated by "prior to," "before," or the
like and as long as the output from a previous process
is not used in a later process. Even if the process flow is
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described using phrases such as "first" or "next" in the
claims, embodiments, or diagrams, it does not necessar-
ily mean that the process must be performed in this order.

EXPLANATION OF REFERENCES

[0137] 10: surface shape measurement apparatus,
100: base, 101: θz driving motor, 102: X-Y driving motor,
103: θz sensor, 104: X-Y sensor, 110: measurement unit,
111: distance measurement device, 112: angle meas-
urement device, 113: holder, 115: reference position,
120: first support, 130: second support, 131: rotary en-
coder, 132: θx driving motor, 140: first frame, 141: Y-Z
driving motor, 150: second frame, 151: interferometer
unit, 153: first interferometer, 154: second interferom-
eter, 155: Z sensor, 160: X-Y stage, 161: chuck, 180:
control unit, 181: system control part, 182: user interface,
183: memory, 186: measurement control part, 187: com-
putation part, 188: image generation part, 200: measure-
ment object, 201: measurement surface, 202: holding
part, 210: rotational symmetry axis, 1111: first light
source, 1112, 1113, 1122: condenser lens, 1114, 1124:
photodetector, 1121: second light source, 1123: collima-
tor lens

Claims

1. A surface shape measurement apparatus to meas-
ure a surface shape of a measurement object,
wherein the surface shape measurement apparatus
comprises:

a distance measurement device which meas-
ures a distance to a measurement point on a
surface of the measurement object;
an angle measurement device which measures
inclination of the surface at the measurement
point;
a first calculation part which calculates refer-
ence shape data of the measurement object
based on the distance measured by the distance
measurement device; and
a second calculation part which calculates de-
tailed shape data of the measurement object
based on the inclination measured by the angle
measurement device and the reference shape
data.

2. The surface shape measurement apparatus accord-
ing to claim 1, wherein the detailed shape data has
a higher precision than the reference shape data.

3. The surface shape measurement apparatus accord-
ing to claim 1 or 2, comprising:

a support which supports the distance measure-
ment device and the angle measurement de-

vice;
a driving part which moves the support relative
to the measurement object; and
a control part which controls the driving part,
wherein
when measuring the inclination by the angle
measurement device, the control part causes
the support to scan by the driving part such that
the support opposes a tangent plane at the
measurement point calculated from the refer-
ence shape data and a distance from the meas-
urement point is constant.

4. The surface shape measurement apparatus accord-
ing to claim 3, wherein

the measurement object at least partially has a
substantially rotationally symmetric shape, and
a target for measurement is a surface shape of
a rotationally symmetric surface,
the surface shape measurement apparatus
comprises:

a stage which supports the measurement
object; and
an actuation part which rotationally moves
the stage around an axis parallel to a rota-
tional symmetry axis of the rotationally sym-
metric surface, and

when measuring the distance by the distance
measurement device and measuring the incli-
nation by the angle measurement device, the
stage is rotationally moved by the actuation part.

5. The surface shape measurement apparatus accord-
ing to claim 4, wherein
the second calculation part calculates an error
amount of a placement error of the measurement
object relative to the stage due to deviation between
the rotational symmetry axis of the measurement ob-
ject and a rotation axis of rotational movement of the
stage, and calculates the detailed shape data using
the reference shape data modified in consideration
of the error amount and an output of the angle meas-
urement device.

6. The surface shape measurement apparatus accord-
ing to claim 5, wherein the second calculation part
recalculates the error amount using the detailed
shape data temporarily obtained, and further recom-
putes the detailed shape data based on the recalcu-
lated error amount.

7. A surface shape measurement program to measure
a surface shape of a measurement object, wherein
the surface shape measurement program causes a
computer to perform:
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a distance measurement step to measure a dis-
tance to a measurement point on a surface of
the measurement object by the distance meas-
urement device;
a first calculation step to calculate reference
shape data of the measurement object based
on the distance measured in the distance meas-
urement step;
an angle measurement step to measure inclina-
tion of the surface at the measurement point by
the angle measurement device; and
a second calculation step to calculate detailed
shape data of the measurement object based
on the inclination measured in the angle meas-
urement step and the reference shape data.

8. The surface shape measurement program accord-
ing to claim 7, wherein
in the angle measurement step, a support which sup-
ports the distance measurement device and the an-
gle measurement device is caused to scan such that
the support opposes a tangent plane at the meas-
urement point calculated from the reference shape
data and a distance from the measurement point is
constant.
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